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Combining geometric morphometrics and genomic
data: The genetics of mouse mandible shape

Nicolas Navarro* & Christian P. Klingenberg

Faculty of Life Sciences, University of Manchester

1 Introduction

Newly available genetic designs for quantitative trait locus (QTL) mapping and new genomic
resources afford unprecedented statistical power and genetic resolution, and provide new chal-
lenges for statistical methods of gene mapping. QTL mapping is the statistical identification
(position and effect) of small regions of the genome (ideally, individual genes) that have an
effect on a quantitative phenotype.

Since decades, the mouse mandible is used as model for understanding genetic architecture of
complex traits. Shape is expected to be affected by many genes of small effect, and according
to the functional groups that probably affect mandible shape, the number of shape loci may be
several hundreds. Previous experiments using an intercross of two inbreds lines and Procrustes
analysis on mandible landmarks found roughly 30 QTLs affecting shape (Klingenberg et al.
2004). However, new experimental designs such as heteregeneous stock (HS) are expected to
be more powerful by a factor of 30 than this classical intercross (Mott et al. 2000).

In this paper, we attempt to map loci affecting the mandible shape using a HS of mice and a
dense map of molecular markers. We review some of the problems occuring with high resolu-
tion genome data and their consequences on statistical methods and use the geometric informa-
tion of shape in order to circumvent some of these difficulties.

2 Reconstructing probabilities of ancestral strains

The HS of mice used in this study is a population derived from a pseudo-random breeding
scheme of eight inbred strains over 50 generations. In the final generation, each chromosome
is a fine grained mosaic of these eight founders (Mott et al. 2000). Here, we used individuals
from the Northport stock genotyped at ∼15K single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) from
which 12K were informative and without trouble.

Most SNPs have only two states because they result of the replacement of a single base in the
DNA sequence. Therefore these markers are unable to ascribe regions of the genome unam-
biguously to the eight progenitor strains. Nevertheless, an interval-wide probability of the QTL
alleles can be obtained from an multipoint dynamic programming algorithm using the HAPPY
R package (Mott et al. 2000). This interval-wide probability FLi(s, t) is the probability that the
individual i descended from the founder strains s and t at marker interval L (Mott et al. 2000).
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3 Mandible shape mapping

The mandible shape was described by 15 landmarks in 2 dimensions. As far as possible left and
right mandibles were digitised, yielding 2,079 individuals with one or both mandibles, of which
1,697 individuals were genotyped. A full generalized Procrutes analysis including a reflection
step to take into account the matching symmetry was performed (Dryden and Mardia, 1998;
Klingenberg and McIntyre, 1998). The tangent coordinates were averaged over the two sides in
order to leave out variation due to asymmetry.

One of the usual mapping methods is to estimate the genetic effects by linear regression of
the phenotype on the genotypic scores which are a transformation of the genotype probabili-
ties according to a genetic model (Knott and Haley 2000). This method is especially suitable
for dense genomic data because of its computational efficiency. However, this approach is
hampered by genetic linkage and sharing of haplotype blocks between founder strains, which
induce ill-conditioned genetic matrices and massive collinearity problems. To try to overcome
this problem, we used Multivariate Gaussian Mixture Models (MGMM) using an Expectation-
Conditional Maximization algorithm (ECM; Jiang and Zeng, 1995). The following animal
model is used to estimate the genetic effects of loci:

Y = µ +
∑

s,t

FL(s, t) · Φ(βs,t,Ψ) + ZU + E (1)

where µ is the mean shape, Φ is a multivariate normal distribution with strain or strain combi-
nation mean βs,t and common covariance matrix Ψ, Z and U are respectively the design matrix
and the effects of covariates (for instance centroid size and gender) and E is the error effect.
According to the genotype class,

βs,t =

{

2 as if s = t (homozygous genotype)
as + at + ds,t if s 6= t (heterozygous genotype)

(2)

where a is the additive effect and d is the dominance effect. Because they are only q − 1
independent effects over the q alleles, the last additive effect is constrained to aq = −

∑q−1
s=1 as.

The log likelihood over the n individuals is calculated as

`(β,Ψ|Y,Z,M) = −
n

2
(2k − 4) log(2π) −

n

2
|Ψ|

n
∑

i=1

log

(

∑

s,t

FLi(s, t) · exp
(

−
1

2
(Yi −µ−ZiU−βs,t)

T
Ψ

−(Yi −µ−ZiU−βs,t)
)

)

(3)

where M stands for all the genetic information use to calculate the FL(s, t) probabilities by
the multipoint algorithm HAPPY. Ψ

− is the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of Ψ and |Ψ|
is obtained as the product of the non null eigenvalues. The presence of a linked QTL is tested
using the log likelihood ratio test:

−2 log λ = 2
(

`(β,Ψ|Y,Z,M) − `0(β = 0,Ψ0|Y,Z)
)

∼ χ2

(2k−4)(q+
q(q−1)

2
−1)

(4)

where Ψ0 = (Y − µ − ZU0)
T(Y − µ − ZU0). Following convention, the probabilities were

returned as their negative log10 (called thereafter LogP). Their merging yields to a curve of
relative significance of linkage along the genome (Figure 1A).
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4 Peak selection using LD and geometric information

Because of the computational effort required, the usual approach for controlling the false posi-
tives using permutation and tests against the null hypothesis of no effect (Churchill and Doerge,
1994) is difficult if not impossible in the case of MGMM on our dataset. Such LogP threshold,
using multivariate regression and only 200 permutations, is equal to 7.3 (1%). Because this
threshold is exceeded in most marker intervals, most intervals are associated with an effect and
therefore the null hypothesis of no linked effect is rejected in nearly all instances.

An alternative approach for peak selection is to define a marker interval as a peak if this interval
is the local maximum of the LogP curve in a region over which there is linkage disequilibrium
(LD) on both sides. The LD between marker pairs in the HS drops to average values (R2 < 0.5)
within 4 megabases (Mb), and to negligible values (R2 < 0.2) within 8 Mb (Valdar et al.
submitted). Applied to the scan of the genome, 283 marker intervals (from which 130 are only
detected with 4 Mb windows) are retained as local peaks (Figure 1A).
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Figure 1: Shape mapping on 35 Mb region of the chromosome 1 using MGMM for the full
(additive + dominance) genetic model. The x-axis is the position in megabase pairs (Mb). A.
The LogP curve. White and black dots are the selected peaks. Horizontal lines are LD effect
intervals on the allelic effects. B. Smoothed average angle of the allelic effects between L and
other marker intervals. The grey dotted line is the local asymptote.

Usual confidence intervals on QTL location are derived from 1.5-LogP support intervals, boot-
strapping or Bayes credible intervals (e.g., Manichaikul et al. submitted). In geometric mor-
phometrics, we can used the information about the direction of the allelic effects in the tangent
space. These allelic effects are expected to vary according to the LD. It means that two linked
locations tend to have more similar effects than unlinked locations. Therefore, the angle be-
tween the allelic vectors is expected to vary from 0◦ to a random angle very near 90◦ in relation
to the amount of LD between the compared locations. We proposed to derive for the selected
peaks, intervals representing the extent of LD effect on the allelic effects. To do this, we use a
relatively simple approach. Firstly, we calculated the average angle α between the peak and all
other intervals over the q allele vectors in the tangent space:

α =

q
∑

s=1

180

π
· arccos

(

a
λ
s

||aλ
s ||

·
a

L
s

||aL
s ||

T)

/q (5)

where λ stands for the varying marker intervals along the chromosome, L stands for the selected
peak, as is the additive effect of allele s, and ||.|| is the Euclidean norm. Then, we smoothed
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the α curve using an averaging over two marker intervals on the right and on the left plus the
location λ. We derived a local asymptote of this curve as the median of the 10 Mb left and
right regions 8 Mb apart of the selected peak L (Figure 1B). The extent of the LD on the allelic
effects of peak L is then reported as the first left and right crossings of the smoothed curve with
the local asymptote. This approach returns intervals in average of 8 Mb (±5.3).

5 Conclusion

The use of newly available experimental designs and genomic resources such as dense SNP
map provides new opportunities and challenges for quantitative trait modelling as well as com-
putational and statistical methodologies. The high resolution mapping of mandible shape loci
is possible and yields several hundred potential loci.
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